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Abstract

We consider the mobile robot dispersion problem in the presence of faulty robots
(crash-fault). Mobile robot dispersion consists of k ≤ n robots in an n-node anonymous
graph. The goal is to ensure that regardless of the initial placement of the robots
over the nodes, the final configuration consists of having at most one robot at each
node. In a crash-fault setting, up to f ≤ k robots may fail by crashing arbitrarily and
subsequently lose all the information stored at the robots, rendering them unable to
communicate. In this paper, we solve the dispersion problem in a crash-fault setting
by considering two different initial configurations: i) the rooted configuration, and ii)
the arbitrary configuration. In the rooted case, all robots are placed together at a
single node at the start. The arbitrary configuration is a general configuration (a.k.a.
arbitrary configuration in the literature) where the robots are placed in some l < k
clusters arbitrarily across the graph. For the first case, we develop an algorithm solving
dispersion in the presence of faulty robots in O(k2) rounds, which improves over the
previous O(f · min(m, k∆))-round result by [22]. For the arbitrary configuration, we
present an algorithm solving dispersion in O((f + l) ·min(m, k∆, k2)) rounds, when the
number of edges m and the maximum degree ∆ of the graph is known to the robots.

Keywords: Multi-Agent Systems, Fault Tolerant Algorithms, Crash Faults, Mobile Robots,
Dispersion, Collective Exploration, Scattering, Uniform Deployment, Load Balancing, Dis-
tributed Algorithms, Time and Memory Complexity.

1 Introduction

The dispersion of autonomous mobile robots to spread them out evenly in a region is a problem
of significant interest in distributed robotics, e.g. [9, 8]. Initially, this problem was formulated
by Augustine and Moses Jr. [2] in the context of graphs. They defined the problem as follows:
Given any arbitrary initial configuration of k ≤ n robots positioned on the nodes of an n-node
anonymous graph, the robots reposition autonomously to reach a configuration where each
robot is positioned on a distinct node of the graph. Mobile robot dispersion has various real-
world and practical applications, such as the relocation of self-driving electric cars (robots)
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to recharge stations (nodes). Assuming that the cars have smart devices to communicate
with each other, the process to find a free or empty charging station, coordination including
exploration (to visit each node of the graph in minimum possible time), scattering (spread
out in an equidistant manner in symmetric graphs like rings), load balancing (nodes send or
receives loads, and distributes them evenly among the nodes), covering, and self-deployment
can all be explored as mobile robot dispersion problems. [10, 12, 14, 13].

The problem has been extensively studied in different graphs with varying assumptions
since its conceptualisation [21, 10, 14, 12, 11, 13, 15, 18, 20, 19]. In this paper, we continue the
study about the trade-off of memory requirement and time to solve the dispersion problem.
Recently, Pattanayak et al. [22] explored the problem of dispersion in a set-up where some
of these mobile robots are prone to crash faults. Whenever a robot crashes, it loses all its
information immediately, as if the robot has vanished from the network. This makes the
problem more challenging and also makes the problem more realistic in terms of real world
scenarios, where faulty robots can crash at any moment. In this paper, we have continued
to study the efficacy of the problem in the same faulty environment. We have studied the
dispersion problems with the rooted and arbitrary configuration of the robots with faulty
setup. Both the algorithms maintain optimal level of memory requirement for each robot.

In our work, we mainly discuss two problems of mobile robot dispersion in the presence
of crash-fault: i) rooted configuration and ii) arbitrary configuration. In the rooted case, all
robots are placed together at a single node (called the root) at the start. On the other hand,
the arbitrary configuration is a general configuration where the robots are initially placed in
some l < k clusters arbitrarily across the graph. Our first algorithm works for the rooted
configuration by using depth first search (DFS) traversal and improves the round complexity
from O(f ·min(m, k∆)) [22] rounds to O(k2). The second algorithm for the arbitrary graph
is an entirely new result whose complexity depends upon the factors like the number of faulty
robots (f), number of robot clusters (l), total number of edges in the graph (m), number of
robots (k) and the highest degree of the graph (∆). In this case, we have a round complexity
of O((f + l) ·min(m, k∆, k2)).

1.1 Notations at a Glance

Notations used throughout the paper
Symbols Meaning

G The arbitrary graph acting the underlying network for
the robots

n The number of nodes(vertices) of G
m The number of edges of G
∆ The highest degree among the nodes of G
k Number of robots
f Number of faulty robots among k
l Number of initial clusters of robots in the clustered con-

figuration
ri A robot with ID i
Rc root vertex in the rooted configuration
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1.2 Challenges and Techniques

Both of our Algorithms, 5.1.1 and 6 have Depth First Search as their foundation. Since the
nodes themselves are indistinguishable, navigation is done via the nodes that settle on the
nodes. Furthermore, the robots cannot communicate between themselves unless they are in
the same node. In a crash setting, this causes immediate problems in navigation. Faulty
robots, when they crash at inappropriate times, can also create endless cycles or can increase
the number of clusters on the arbitrary initial configuration. In this paper, we have tried to
solve the problem by overcoming the said challenges, minimising the time complexity and
keeping an optimal memory requirement for each robot.

For the rooted initial configuration, we perform a DFS search on G from the root vertex.
Robots from the root are released one by one as they explore the graph sequentially. The
first robot from the root settles down at the root and sets the minimum port number (that
is yet unexplored) available at the root as its current direction pointer (cdr). The next robot
follows the cdr of the previous robot and reaches a new node, where it settles and sets its
own cdr pointer. Continuing in a similar way, the succeeding robots build upon the DFS
and continue to explore the graph. While exploring the graph, the robots can complete the
exploration of a certain part of the graph via a particular vertex, when, we set the backtrack
value of the robot in the particular vertex to 1. This ensures no further robots visit this part
of the graph unnecessarily. In our algorithm, the ith robot is sent only after 3i rounds have
elapsed. The i robot uses the 3i rounds to explore and if needed, return to the root (the
robot returns to the root if it does not find a new node to settle after 2i rounds). In such a
case, the robot keeps exploring new edges before it breaks out into a new path and settles
at a new node there. During the algorithm, if any robot crashes, the succeeding robots from
the root correct any inconsistency in the pointers of the settled robots. We claim that each
such crash could only extend the number of rounds by an O(k), at-most (Lemma 5.2) and
eventually the algorithm (Algorithm 5.1.1) completes in O(k2) rounds.

The arbitrary configuration required a different approach, however. At the start, we have
l < k clusters of robots at l different nodes of the graph. Our algorithm (Algorithm 6) runs
in phases, where each phase consists of min(k∆, k2) rounds. At the start of each phase,
each cluster begins a counter that counts down from min(k∆, k2). At the start of the phase,
each cluster Ci begins exploring the network in parallel using a DFS approach. Unlike the
rooted configuration, individual robots do not explore and return, but the entire cluster moves
together. Whenever a cluster encounters a new (empty) node in the network, the robot with
the current highest ID in the cluster settles, and updates its flag variables accordingly. Each
time the cluster moves through an edge to a different node, the counter is decreased by 1.
When the counter becomes zero, all flags are reset. After that, each cluster starts exploring
the network with its current node as a point of origin. This continues until all robots in
the cluster settle or the algorithm ends. The algorithm completes in O((l + f)min(k∆, k2))
rounds with each robot requiring an optimal O(log(k + ∆)) bits of memory.

2 Related Work

The problem of dispersion was first introduced in [2] by Moses Jr. et al., where they solved
the problem for different types of graphs. They had given a lower bound of Ω(log n) on
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the memory of each robot (later, made more specific with Ω(log(max(k,∆))) in [12]) and of
Ω(D) on the time complexity, for any deterministic algorithm on arbitrary graphs. They also
proposed two algorithms on arbitrary graphs, one requiring O(log n) memory and running
for O(mn) time while the other needing a O(n log n) memory and having a time complexity
of O(m) .

Kshemkalyani and Ali [10] provided several algorithms for both synchronous and asyn-
chronous models. In the synchronous model, they solved the dispersion problem inO(min(m, k∆))
rounds with O(k log ∆) memory. For the asynchronous cases, they proposed several algo-
rithms, one particularly requiring O(∆D) rounds and O(D log ∆) memory, while another
requiring O(max(log k, log ∆)) memory and having a time complexity of O((m − n)k). In a
later work, Kshemkalyani et al., in [12] improved the time complexity to O(min(m, k∆) log k)
keeping the memory requirement to O(log n), while requiring that the robots know the param-
eters m,n, k,∆ beforehand. In subsequent work, [23] kept the time and memory complexity
of [12] intact while dropping the requirement of the robots to have prior knowledge of m, k,∆.
Recently, Kshemkalyani and Sharma [15] improved the time complexity to O(min(m, k∆)).
Works of [21] and [5] used randomisation, which helped to reduce the memory requirement
for each robot.

In [11], Kshemkalyani et al., studied the problem in the Global Communication Model,
in which the robots can communicate with each other irrespective of their positions in the
graph1. The authors obtained a time complexity of O(k∆) rounds when O(log(k+∆)) bits of
memory were allowed at each robot. Whereas, when robots were allowed O(∆ + log k)) bits,
the number of rounds reduced to O(min(m, k∆)). Both were for arbitrary initial configuration
of robots. They also used BFS traversal techniques for investigating the dispersion problem.
The BFS traversal technique yielded a time of O((D + k)∆(D + ∆)) rounds with O(logD +
∆ log k) bits of memory at each robot, using global communication, for arbitrary starting
configuration of robots. Here D denotes the diameter of the graph. The problem was also
studied on dynamic graphs in [14],[1],[16]. Graph Exploration, which is a related problem,
has also been intensively studied in literature [3] [4] [6] [7]

The dispersion problem has also been recently studied for configurations with faulty
robots. In[17], Molla et al., considered the problem for anonymous rings, tolerating weak
Byzantine faults (robots that behave arbitrarily but cannot change their IDs). They gave
three algorithms (i) the first one being memory optimized, requiring O(log n) bits of memory,
O(n2) rounds and tolerating up-to n−1 faults.(ii) the second one is time optimized with O(n)
rounds, but require O(n log n) bits of memory, tolerating up-to n−1 faults. (iii) the third one
runs in O(n) time and O(log n) memory but cannot tolerate more than [n−4

17
] faulty robots.

In [19], the authors proposed several algorithms for dispersion with some of them tolerating
strong Byzantine robots (robots that behave arbitrarily and can tweak their IDs as well).
Their algorithms are mainly based on the idea of gathering the robots at a root vertex, using
them to construct an isomorphic map of G and finally dispersing them over G according to
a specific protocol. However, their algorithms take exponential rounds for strong Byzantine
robots starting from an arbitrary configuration. For the rooted configuration, their algorithm
takes O(n3) rounds, but tolerates no more than [n/4−1] strong Byzantine robots. Dispersion
under crash faults has been dealt with in [22]. In [22], Pattanayak et al., have considered the

1In the Local Communication Model robots can communicate with each other only when they are at the
same node.
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problem for a team of robots starting at a rooted configuration, with some robots being crash
prone. Their algorithm handles an arbitrary number of crashes, with each robot requiring
O(log(k+ ∆)) bits of memory. The algorithm completes in O(f ·min(m, k∆)) rounds. In our
paper, we improve this time complexity while keeping the memory requirement to optimal
and also extend the problem for the robots starting in arbitrary configuration. A comparison
between our results and the most aligned works is shown in Table 1.

Algorithm Initial
Config.

Crash
Handling

Time

Kshemkalyani et al.[15]* Arbitrary No O(min(m, k∆))
Pattanayak et al.[22] Rooted Yes O(f ·min(m, k∆))
Algorithm in Sec. 5 Rooted Yes O(k2)
Algorithm in Sec. 6 Arbitrary Yes O((f+l)·min(m, k∆, k2))

Table 1: Results on Dispersion of k ≤ n robots with f ≤ k faulty robots on n-node
arbitrary anonymous graphs having m edges such that ∆ is the highest degree of the graph
in the local communication model. Each uses an optimal memory of O(log(k + ∆)) bits on

each robot. *The best known result as of now for fault-free dispersion.

3 Model and Problem Definition

We now elaborate on our model and problem in detail.

Graph: The underline graph G is connected, undirected, unweighted and anonymous
with |V | = n vertices and |E| = m edges. The vertices of G (also called nodes) do not have
any distinguishing identifiers or labels. The nodes do not possess any memory and hence
cannot store any information. The degree of a node i ∈ V is denoted by δi and the maximum
degree of G is ∆. Edges incident on i are locally labelled using a port number in the range
[1, δi]. A single edge connecting two nodes receives two independent port numbers at either
end. The edges of the graph serve as routes through which the robots can commute. Any
number of robots can travel through an edge at any given time.

Robots: We have a collection of k ≤ n robots R = {r1, r2, ..., rk} residing on the nodes
of the graph. Each robot has a unique ID and has some memory to store information. The
robots cannot stay over an edge, but one or more robots can be present at a node at any
point of time. A group of robots at a node is called co − located robots. Each robot knows
the port number through which it has entered and exited a node.

Crash Faults: The robots are not fault-proof and a faulty robot can crash at any time
during the execution of the algorithm. Such crashes are not recoverable and once a robot
crashes it immediately loses all the information stored in itself, as if it was not present at
all. Further, a crashed robot is not visible or sensible to other robots. We assume there are
f faulty robots such that f ≤ k.
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Communication Model: Our paper considers a local communication model where only
the co-located robots can communicate among themselves.

Time Cycle: Each robot ri, on activation, performs a Communicate− Compute−Move
(CCM) cycle as follows.

• Communicate: ri reads its own memory along with the memory of other robots co-
located at a node vi.

• Compute: Based on the gathered information and subsequent computations, ri decides
on several parameters. This includes, deciding whether to settle at vi or otherwise
determine an appropriate exit port, choosing the information to pass/store at the settled
robot and the information to carry along-with, if, exiting vi.

• Move: ri moves to the neighboring node using the computed exit port.

We consider a synchronous system, where every robot is synchronized to a common clock
and becomes active at each time cycle or round.

Time and Memory Complexity: We evaluate the time in terms of the number of discrete
rounds or cycles before achieving Dispersion. Memory is the number of bits of storage
required by each robot to successfully execute Dispersion. Our goal is to solve Dispersion
using optimal time and memory.

Given a simple, anonymous, port-labelled, connected graph G with n memory-less nodes
and m edges with maximum degree ∆. Consider a team of k ≤ n mobile robots residing
arbitrarily on the nodes of the graph, with some of the robots being prone to crashes. We
want to devise an algorithm such that each robot, which eventually remains active (some of
the robots can crash during the algorithm), re-positions itself to a distinct node of G and
remain stationary thereafter i.e., no two active robots occupy a single node at the conclusion
of the algorithm. Below, we formally state the problem of fault-tolerant dispersion.

Definition 1 (Fault-Tolerant Dispersion). Given k ≤ n robots, up to f of which are faulty
(which may fail by crashing), initially placed arbitrarily on a graph of n nodes, the non-faulty
robots, i.e., the robots which are not yet crashed must re-position themselves autonomously
to reach a configuration where each node has at most one (non-faulty) robot on it and subse-
quently terminate.

4 Our Results

We consider a team of k ≤ n mobile robots placed on an arbitrary, undirected simple graph,
consisting of n anonymous, memory-less nodes and m edges. The ports at each node are
labelled. The robots have unique IDs and a restricted amount of memory (measured in
number of bits). These robots have some computing capability and can communicate with
other robots, only when they are at the same node. We consider two different starting
scenarios, based on the initial configuration of the robots. When the robots start from a single
node, we call the configuration rooted, otherwise, we call it an arbitrary configuration. We
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further assume that f ≤ k faulty robots in the network are prone to crash at any point. Our
first algorithm for the rooted configuration crucially uses depth first search (DFS) traversal
and improves the round complexity from O(f ·min(m, k∆)) [22] rounds to O(k2). The second
algorithm for the arbitrary configuration is an entirely new result whose complexity depends
upon the factors: the number of faulty robots (f), number of robot clusters (l), total number
of edges in the graph (m), number of robots (k) and the highest degree of the graph (∆). In
this case, the round complexity is O((f + l) · min(m, k∆, k2)). The results are summarized
in the following two theorems:

Theorem 5.6(Crash Fault with Rooted Initial Configuration) Consider any rooted
initial configuration of k ≤ n mobile robots, out of which f ≤ k may crash, positioned on
a single node of an arbitrary, anonymous n-node graph G having m edges, in synchronous
setting Dispersion can be solved deterministically in O(k2) rounds with O(log(k + ∆)) bits
memory at each robot, where ∆ is the highest degree of the graph.

Theorem 5.6 improves over the previously known algorithm (in the worst case, improve-
ment is from cubic to quadratic) that takes O(f · min(m, k∆)) rounds for f faulty robots
[22]. The theorem also matches the optimal memory bound (Ω(log(max(k,∆))) [12]) with
O(log(k + ∆)) bit memory and can handle any number of crashes.

Theorem 6.5(Crash Fault with arbitrary Initial Configuration) Consider any arbi-
trary initial configuration of k ≤ n mobile robots, out of which f ≤ k may crash and positioned
on l ≤ k/2 nodes of an arbitrary and anonymous n-node graph G having m edges, in syn-
chronous setting Dispersion can be solved deterministically in O((f + l) · min(m, k∆, k2))
time with O(log(k + ∆)) bits memory at each robot.

Theorem 6.5 solves the dispersion for arbitrary configuration with optimal memory per
robot. The time complexity matches the one conjectured by Pattanayak et al. [22]. When
f, l and ∆ are constants, the time complexity matches the lower bound of Ω(k). Moreover,
the algorithm can handle any number of faulty robots. The results are summarized in the
Table 1.

5 Crash-Fault Dispersion from Rooted Configuration

In this section, we present a deterministic algorithm that disperses the robots with single-
source (rooted configuration) in adaptive crash fault. Our goal is to minimise the round
complexity as well as keep the memory of the robots low (in bits).

5.1 Algorithm

In the absence of faulty nodes, one can run the DFS (depth first search) algorithm to solve the
robot dispersion problem in O(min(m, k∆)) rounds. But in the presence of crash faults setup,
due to crashes, it becomes challenging to explore the graph. Classic dispersion algorithms
rely on the robots themselves to keep track of the paths during exploration. The presence of
a crashed robot in this instance may lead to an endless cycle. Therefore, our goal is to ensure
the dispersion of mobile robots despite the presence of faulty robots.

In the rooted configuration, to manage the presence of faults, we avoid exploring the graph
together with all the robots. That is, the graph is explored sequentially such that each robot
ri (1 ≤ i ≤ k) does not begin exploring the graph, until the previous robot ri−1 is guaranteed
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to have settled. During exploration, whenever a robot ri finds an empty node it settles down
at that spot. Let us call this algorithm as Rooted-Crash-Fault-Dispersion. Below, we
explain the algorithm in detail.

Functionality: For simplicity, let us assume that the robots’ ID lies in the range of [1, k].
Otherwise, the robots can map their IDs from the actual range to the range [1, k], since the
IDs are distinct. We denote the rooted configuration by Rc. We slightly abuse notation and
use Rc to indicate both the root and the initial gathering of robots. Robots at Rc traverse the
graph via DFS (Depth First Search) approach, where the decision of which edge to traverse
first is based on the port numbers. The process proceeds in increasing order of IDs, starting
with the robot with the minimum ID at Rc. Rc then sends each robot to explore the graph
via DFS.

Let the robot with the current minimum ID be ri. Then ri begins to explore the graph
via DFS (starting with the minimum port number at Rc). Once it leaves Rc, it has 3i rounds
within which it can either i) settle at the first empty node it finds or ii) return to Rc if it does
not find an empty node to settle within 2i rounds. If ri reports to Rc within 3i rounds, then
Rc ensures that it does not release the robot with the next lowest ID, say ri+1. This can be
guaranteed as ri needs to traverse at most (i − 1) edges to explore the sub-graph traversed
by ri−1. ri requires at most i rounds to return to the base Rc since the next traversed edge
might lead to the already visited node which is not empty. As ri requires i rounds to report
at the Rc, therefore, ri explores the graph for only 2i rounds. Notice that a robot will not
traverse at the distance of more than (i + 1), before that, there will be an empty edge at a
distance (distance from the root) of (i+ 1) and the robot will settle down there. If ri did not
find the empty node within 2i rounds then it starts to traverse towards Rc. In this way, ri
reports to Rc within 3i rounds so that Rc does not send another robot to explore the graph.
Rc re-sends ri to explore the graph. In this way, any ri traverses the graph until it finds
an empty node. Note that in our process, we ensure that there are no two robots that are
exploring the graph at the same time.

To maintain the protocol, each ri maintains the following fields. Its ID (ri), a parent
pointer (ri.parent) that represents the edge it traversed, a current direction pointer (ri.cdr)
which indicates the direction it is required to follow. And finally, a backward traversal value
(ri.B) which is initially 0, and is set to 1 once the backward traversal is complete. Here, our
procedure performs the traditional DFS protocol but one-by-one, that is, the robots do not
explore the graph simultaneously. In the following subsection, we give a detailed procedure
the DFS procedure.

5.1.1 DFS Traversal Procedure

Let the robots positioned initially at root Rc be denoted by Rc = {r1, r2, . . . , rk}, where ri is
robot with ID i. For the rooted configuration, each robot stores the following four variables :

1. ri.parent : the port number through which the robot ri has entered a new empty node
and has settled. Initially, it is assigned to null.

2. ri.cdr : the current direction of a settled robot ri. A settled robot sets cdr as the
minimum available port number, however, as the algorithm progresses and more nodes
are explored the robot i can change its cdr value, if needed.
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3. ri.B : a binary variable denoting backtrack status, initially assigned to 0, takes the value
1, if and only if, every sub-graph accessible through each of ri’s child edges has been
explored and now, no new part of G could be explored through the node containing ri.

4. ri.settled : a binary variable, initially assigned 0, takes the value 1, if and only if, ri has
settled at a particular node of G

Update procedure: In the first round, the robot r1 assigns r1.settled← 1 and sets r1.cdr ←
1, the minimum port number available at Rc. In the next round, the robot r2 at Rc reads and
exits through r1.cdr to land at a new empty node (say w) and consequently sets r2.settled← 1.
Assume that r2 arrived at w through port pw. r2 writes r2.parent ← pw and if r2.cdr ≤
deg(w), r2.cdr ← r2.cdr + 1, if port r2.cdr + 1 6= pw, else r2.cdr ← r2.cdr + 2. In the third
phase, the incoming robot r3, following the cdr pointers to w, can now decide to march
forward or backtrack based on the following conditions:

• forward : if (pw = r2.parent or pw = old value of r2.cdr) and (there is at least one
port at w that has not been taken yet). The robot r3 exit w through port r2.cdr

• backtrack : if (pw = r2.parent or pw = old value of r2.cdr) and (all the ports of w
have been taken already). Then, the robot r3 exits w through port r2.parent. In such
case, r3 also sets the backtrack value of r2.B ← 1

There is another condition, denoting the onset of a cycle, under which choosing the
backtrack phase is in order. When a robot rj enters x through px and robot r is settled at x,

• backtrack : if (px 6= r.parent and px 6= old value of r.cdr). The robot rj exits x
through port px and no variables of r are altered.

Each robot explores the graph one by one and settles eventually. In the ith phase, a robot
ri has 3 · i number of rounds, in which, it can either settle down or explore i

2
new edges of G

(it takes i rounds for ri to come to ri1 , takes additional i rounds to explore i
2

new edges and
return to ri−1 and further i rounds to return at Rc, following the parent pointers).

Now, coming back to the main algorithm, we now explain the Decision part.

Decision: If ri encounters an unexpected child, ru i.e., a child whose parent and current
pointer direction are set in the inappropriate direction w.r.t the perspective of ri. It considers
(correctly) that ru replaced a robot that has previously crashed. In such a situation, ri changes
the parent of ru appropriately, i.e., the minimum available port number other than ru.parent
(see, Figure 1).

Lemma 5.1. In the non-faulty setup, round complexity is O(k2).

Proof. In a non-faulty setup, each robot behaves robustly and there are no crashes. Therefore,
after the backtracking flag is set on a node, an edge is not traversed again during the DFS
traversal. In traversing a graph from Rc, two kinds of situation may arise, either a robot
ri reaches an empty node after O(i) edge traversals, or it traverses O(i2) edges. In the
first case, there is an empty node at a distance of O(i). Therefore, ri settles at the empty
node after O(i) rounds. If such kind of situation arises repeatedly, then the algorithm takes
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Algorithm 1 Rooted-Crash-Fault-Dispersion

Require: An anonymous network of n nodes where f robots are faulty such that f ≤ k ≤ n.
k is the number of robots.

Ensure: Robots’ Dispersion.

1: Each robot ri maintains its ID, parent pointer, current direction pointer and the backward
traversal pointer as 〈ri, ri.parent, ri.cdr, ri.B〉, respectively. Initially, ri.cdr is the same,
i.e., minimum port number, ri.B = 0 for all the k robots at rooted configuration. ri.B =
1 indicates that backtrack is done for that settled robot, while ri.B = 0 represents
backtracking is remaining.

2: for 7k2 rounds do . As stated in Lemma 5.5
3: Each rooted configuration (Rc) traverse the graph via DFS (Depth First Search) by

sending the current minimum ID robot (ri) based on the current direction pointer at Rc

after every 3i round. If robot ri reports to Rc within 3i rounds, then Rc resends ri until
there is no report regarding ri. . DFS described in Section 5.1.1

4: Each ri settles down at the first empty node it finds and sets all the attributes ac-
cordingly. . See functionality for more
detail.

5: if ri does not find an empty node in 2i rounds then
6: ri proceed to reports Rc. . ri reports within 3i rounds.
7: else
8: ri settles at the empty node.
9: end if

10: if ri encounters an unexpected parent for ru (u < i) then . See in decision.
11: ri resets the parent pointer, ru.parent and current direction pointer, ru.cdr based

on minimum port available.
12: end if
13: end for
14: All the non-faulty robots settle at a unique node.

O(1) + O(2) + · · · + O(k) = O(k2) rounds. In the second case, there might be a situation
such that ri traverses O(i2) edges to find the empty node and only encounters previously
settled nodes (at most i(i − 1)/2 edges). More preciously, i/2 new edges are traversed in 3i
rounds. Notice that a robot will traverse only earlier traversed nodes at the distance (i+ 1),
if not, then there will be an empty edge at a distance (distance from the root) of (i+ 1) and
the robot will settle down there. Therefore, ri covers O(i2) edges in O(i2) rounds and future
robots (i.e., robots having ID rj; ∀ j > i) will not traverse these edges again. Hence, we can
conclude that non-faulty setup takes O(k2) rounds in the given model.

Lemma 5.2. In the faulty setting, a crashed robot may bring about an extra cost of O(k)
rounds in comparison to the non-faulty setting.

Proof. In the faulty setup, a robot might crash at any time and the respective node becomes
empty, say node vi. As a consequence, the information held by that robot (at the node vi)
is also lost. Accordingly, the next robot that discovers vi, say ri, settles down at vi. A robot
possesses the information of current direction, parent node and backtracking status apart
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Figure 1: As seen in Fig. A, the robots start sequentially from root node 1 (blue) with robot
r7 settling and setting its cdr pointer. In the next phase, while r8 was at node 6, r3 crashed
forcing r8 to settle at node 3, previously occupied by r3 (Fig. B). Note that r8 now marks
r7 as its parent. Such pointers are being corrected by subsequent robot r9 which has started
from the root and now moving (Fig. C) . r9 will subsequently meet r8, then backtrack and
settle at node 8.

from its own ID. For that reason, the current direction pointer is pointing towards the edge
based on its least labelled edge. But there might be the case (in the worst case) that the
last crashed node has traversed up to (i − 2) edges which should be traversed again by the
ri+1. This takes extra O(i) rounds. Also, in the worst case, this value can be O(k) since the
number of robots is k. Hence, the lemma.

Lemma 5.3. There is (at most) one robot moving (neither settled at its respective node, nor
at rooted configuration Rc) at any instance.

Proof. Proof by contradiction, let us suppose there exist two robots in moving condition, say
ri and ri+1. Also, assume ri started before, ri+1. Now, as ri has not settled, ri reports to
Rc every 3i rounds (Line 5 of algorithm Rooted-Crash-Fault-Dispersion). But if ri
reports every 3i rounds then Rc does not release the next robot which is contradictory to our
assumption.

Lemma 5.4. A loop or cycle may be formed by the current direction pointer (cdr pointer).
The algorithm Rooted-Crash-Fault-Dispersion successfully avoids any loop during dis-
persion.

Proof. During the execution of the algorithm, a loop or cycle may be formed if a robot ri
crashes at a node ni then the current direction pointer (cdr pointer) is set by the upcoming
robot ri+1 with the lowest port. That lowest port might have been traversed earlier. There-
fore, a loop is formed (as shown in Figure 1, see A and B). From Lemma 5.3, we know that
only one robot is moving at any instance, say ri+1. Therefore, ri+2 (the next robot) starts
after ri+1 settles. If ri+2 encounters any robot with an unexpected cdr pointer then ri+1

changes the cdr pointer appropriately (Line 10 of the algorithm Rooted-Crash-Fault-
Dispersion and the Figure 1, see C). Thus, loops are avoided in the network.

Lemma 5.5. The algorithm Rooted-Crash-Fault-Dispersion takes at most 7k2 rounds
and O(log(k +D)) bits memory.
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Proof. In case of round complexity, a non-faulty set-up from Lemma 5.1, the total number
of rounds are 3(1 + 2 + · · ·+ k) < 3k2 (in the best case where ri finds the empty node within
3i rounds). Additionally, a robot can traverse at most i/2 new edges in 3i rounds (in a
particular phase) without settling down on an empty node (in the worst case). Therefore,
round complexity for k(k − 1)/2 edges in the non-faulty setup is < 3k2. Moreover, from
Lemma 5.2, we know that the extra cost incurred for f robots’ crashing is at most fk.
Hence, overall round complexity is at most 3k2 + 3k2 + k2 = 7k2.

In case of memory complexity, each robot stores its ID which takes O(log k) bit space.
Along with that parent pointer and current direction pointer takes O(log ∆) bit memory
each. While the backward pointer take a single bit. Therefore, the memory complexity is
O(log(k + ∆)).

From the above discussion, we conclude the following result.

Theorem 5.6. Consider any rooted initial configuration of k ≤ n mobile robots, out of which
f ≤ k may crash, positioned on a single node of an arbitrary, anonymous n-node graph G
having m edges, in synchronous setting Dispersion can be solved deterministically in O(k2)
time with O(log(k+∆)) bits memory at each robot, where ∆ is the highest degree of the graph.

6 Crash-Fault Dispersion for Arbitrary Configurations

In this configuration setting, the robots are distributed across the graph in clusters such
that there are C = {C1, . . . , Cl} groups of robots at l different nodes at the start such that∑

iCi = k. The goal of the dispersion is to ensure that the robots are dispersed among the
graph vertices such that each node has at most one robot. In this setting, we assume that
the robots are aware of k, f,∆, l and m.

Procedure: Our protocol runs in phases, in which each phase consists of min(m, k∆, k2)
rounds. At the start of each phase, each cluster begins a counter that counts down from
min(m, k∆, k2). Each cluster Ci then begins exploring the network simultaneously via the
traditional DFS algorithm(in the trivial case of a singleton cluster consisting of only one
robot, it considers itself dispersed). Unlike the rooted configuration, individual robots do not
explore and return, the entire cluster moves together. Whenever a cluster encounters a new
(empty) node in the network, the robot with the current highest ID in the cluster settles,
and sets its pointers appropriately. At the end of each round, the counter is decreased by 1.
When the counter becomes zero, it signals the end of the phase, and all flags are reset. That
is all pointers become null, including the pointers of already settled robots. After that, each
cluster starts exploring the network with its current node as a point of origin. This continues
until all robots in the cluster settle. Details of this procedure can be found in the pseudocode
6

Detailed Procedure: There are two main parts to the protocol, i) exploration, ii) en-
counter. Exploration deals with the general procedure involved in exploring the graph. While
encounter deals with the details involved in robots from different clusters meeting.

Let’s begin with all the information stored at a robot. Each robot r in a cluster Ci con-
sists of the following pointers cid, parent, cdr, priority, and B (backtrack). The pointer cid
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denotes the ID of the cluster it belonged to when a robot settles. cid of a cluster Ci is deter-
mined at the start of the phase, and is the ID of the robot with the highest ID. When a robot
decides to settle at a node, the parent pointer keeps track of the port through which it entered
the node. Similarly, the cdr pointer is used to keep track of the port through which a cluster
leaves the node in which it is settled. The priority pointer of a settled robot keeps track of its
priority in various clusters, originally this is simply the cid of the cluster it was part of, that
is the priority of a cluster is simply its cid. However, a robot’s priority may change if a higher
priority cluster discovers it and updates its priority pointer. In our work, priority is decided
by the cluster’s ID, that is, between two clusters, the cluster with the higher cid has higher
precedence. And of course, the B of the backtrack pointer keeps track of the backtrack status
of its DFS. In addition to all of these, each robot also has a field called counter, which is set
to min(m, k∆, k2) at the beginning of each phase. Note that since all robots set the counter
at the beginning of the phase simultaneously, the counter has the same value across all robots.

Exploration: As mentioned before, as long as a cluster is non-empty, at the beginning of
each phase, each cluster begins exploring the graph via the traditional DFS until the cluster
is empty or it encounters a robot from a higher priority cluster (more on this in the encounter
section). In each phase, each robot in any cluster Ci sets its cid and priority to the highest ID
in the cluster, and its counter to min(m, k∆, k2). We consider the node in which Ci is at the
start of the phase to be its root. Ci then follows the traditional DFS format for exploration.
It leaves the node via the smallest unexplored port. If the node is empty, the robot with the
current minimum ID, say r, sets its parent and cdr pointers and settles at the node.

The update function for the cdr pointer is exactly the same as the one in the rooted case,
i.e., it follows the traditional DFS procedure, except that all the robots in the cluster move
through the exit port. Here, the robots use a similar DFS traversal technique as explained in
DFS Procedure 5.1.1. In the arbitrary case, the whole group moves together except for the
robots that have settled. Whenever an exit port is calculated for moving, every (unsettled)
robot in the group moves out through the port into the neighbouring node. All robots in Ci

decrease their counter by one and Ci leaves through the port in r.cdr. If a cluster ever finds
itself returning to a node with a robot r from its own cluster and it has exhausted all of the
ports in which r has settled, then it sets r’s backtrack flag. Once a phase has finished, if
the cluster is non-empty it resets all flags and counter and begins DFS once again. During
exploration, if the cluster Ci reaches a node u whose degree is k, then they use BFS to ex-
plore the neighbourhood of u and settle the robots of Ci in at most O(k) rounds. However,
here we have not explored what happens if a robot from a cluster Ci meets a robot from Cj.
That brings us to the next important part of the protocol, the encounters. Details of the
exploration part of a cluster can be found in Algorithm 6.

Encounter: This section contains the explanation of the encounter part of the protocol (see
Algorithm 6). When a robot (or cluster) meets, that is encounters a robot from a different
cluster, the next step in exploration is decided based on priority. Simply put, the robot with
higher priority always takes precedence as follows. There are two distinct scenarios, i) a
cluster finds an already settled node ii) multiple clusters meet on the same node. In the first
case, if a cluster with a higher priority (say Ci) finds a robot rp from a lower priority cluster
(say Cj) on a node, it sets rp’s priority to its own priority, resets rp’s parent and cid to its
own, and finally sets rp’s cdr (to the minimum unexplored port the higher priority cluster
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has not explored so far) and continues its DFS. If on the other hand, a lower priority cluster
finds a robot rp with a higher priority, it stops its exploration and just continues decreasing
its counter at every round till the end of the phase, and begins the exploration in the next
phase. Note, if a cluster finds a settled robot whose flags have been reset (i.e., set to null),
then it’s the same scenario as that of finding a robot from a lower priority cluster. The settled
robot takes the priority and ID of the newly arrived cluster.

In the second scenario, if two (or more) clusters meet, the clusters merge and take on the
priority of the cluster with the highest priority among them. They stop and countdown and
begin exploration as a merged cluster in the next phase. See Figure 2 for an illustration of
various kinds of encounters.

Note that the number of clusters is non-increasing between two consecutive phases. At
any phase, a cluster may either (i) disperse over the nodes completely, or (ii) survive to
explore in the next phase, or (iii) merge with a higher priority cluster. Thus, the number of
clusters either remains the same or decreases at the end of every phase. Now we show that
after (l + f) phases, dispersion is achieved.

Algorithm 2 Arbitrary-Crash-Fault-Dispersion

Require: An anonymous network of n nodes where f robots are faulty such that f ≤
k ≤ n. k is the number of robots. The robots are distributed across the network in
C = {C1, C2, . . . , Cl} clusters such that

∑
i |Ci| ≤ k. The value of f, l,m, k and ∆ are

known to the robots.
Ensure: Robots’ Dispersion.

Each robot r belonging to a cluster Ci maintains the following pointers. r.cid, r.priority,
r.parent, r.cdr and r.counter. Initially r.counter is set to min(m, k∆, k2),where ∆ is the
maximum degree of the network.
j = 0.

1: while j ≤ (l + f) do
2: counter = min(m, k∆, k2)
3: while counter > 0 do
4: All non-empty clusters Ci perform Explore(Ci).
5: counter = counter − 1.
6: end while
7: Reset all pointers to null. Set r.counter = min(m, k∆, k2) across all r.
8: j = j + 1.
9: end while

Lemma 6.1. The effects of a robot crash, that is time delay caused by the presence of a crash
are limited to the phase it occurs in. After that, it ceases to have an effect.

Proof. Since at the end of every phase, all robots reset their flags, including the parent and
cdr pointers, previously explored paths are equivalent to new unexplored paths in the current
phase, as their pointers are set by the currently exploring clusters. Hence, previous phases
do not have any impact on the DFS running in the current phase.

Lemma 6.2. Let Ci be the cluster with the highest priority in Phase j. Ci is guaranteed
dispersion by the end of j if j is fault-free.
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Algorithm 3 Encounter(Ci)

Require: A non-empty cluster of robots Ci

1: if node is not empty and contains a robot rp then
2: if rp.cid = Ci.cid then
3: if rp.B is set then
4: Return through r.parent.
5: else
6: Continue to explore. Update rp.cdr to minimum unexplored port. Move

through rp.cdr. . See Section 5.1.1 for detailed procedure.
7: end if
8: end if
9: if rp.cid 6= Ci.cid then

10: if rp has higher priority then
11: Wait for counter to become zero.
12: else
13: rp.cid = Ci.cid.
14: rp.priority = Ci.priority.
15: rp.parent = port through which Ci entered.
16: Continue to explore. Update rp.cdr to minimum unexplored port. Move

through rp.cdr. . See Section 5.1.1 for detailed procedure.
17: end if
18: end if
19: if rp.cid = null then . rp’s flags have been reset.
20: rp.cid = Ci.cid.
21: rp.priority = Ci.priority
22: rp.parent = port through which Ci entered.
23: rp.cdr is set to the minimum unexplored port and the cluster then moves through

rp.cdr. . See Section 5.1.1 for detailed procedure.
24: end if
25: end if
26: if node is not empty and contains clusters Cs ⊂ C that are not Ci then
27: if Ci has highest priority then
28: Explore (Ci).
29: else
30: Let Cj be the cluster on the node with the highest priority.
31: Ci merges with all remaining clusters in Cs/Cj. It takes the priority of the highest

priority cluster in Cs/Cj.
32: The clusters wait until the start of the next phase to begin exploration.
33: end if
34: end if
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Algorithm 4 Explore(Ci)

Require: A non-empty cluster of robots Ci

1: if node is empty then
2: Settle robot with current lowest ID in Ci (say r).
3: r.priority ← r.cid.
4: r.counter ← counter.
5: r.parent← port through which r entered the node.
6: r.cdr is the minimum port that hasn’t been explored so far.
7: end if
8: if node is not empty then
9: Perform Encounter(Ci).

10: end if

Figure 2: Illustration of various types of encounters between clusters of different priority. The
arrows represent the direction the clusters are moving. Higher priority clusters are colored red
and lower priority clusters blue. When a higher priority cluster meets a robot from a cluster
with lower priority, it resets the pointers of the lower priority robot. Meanwhile, anytime a
lower priority cluster meets a robot from a higher priority cluster, it stops and waits for the
end of the phase.

Proof. From Lemma 6.1 we know that crashes in previous rounds do not have an effect on
exploration in the current phase. And, in the absence of faults during the phase itself, we see
that Ci exploration is equivalent to a rooted single cluster exploration of the network presented
in 5.1.1. Thus it is able to complete its dispersion using DFS without any delays or interference
from other clusters, which takes less than O(min(m, k∆, k2)) rounds to complete.
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Lemma 6.3. Each cluster Ci ∈ C is guaranteed to have at least a single fault-free phase in
which it has the highest priority.

Proof. Quite trivially, since there are (l + f) phases, each cluster is guaranteed at least one
phase in which no faults occur, and in which they are the highest priority.

Lemma 6.4. At the end of (l + f) phases, all clusters are guaranteed to have dispersed.

Proof. This follows directly from Lemmas 6.2 and 6.3. Each cluster is guaranteed to have
at least one fault-free phase in which it has the highest priority. From 6.1 we know in that
phase there is guaranteed dispersion. Hence, in (l + f) phases, we are guaranteed to have
total dispersion of all clusters.

Thus, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 6.5. In the synchronous setting, the crash-tolerant algorithm for the arbitrary con-
figuration (algorithm Arbitrary-Crash-Fault-Dispersion) ensures dispersion of mobile
robots in an arbitrary graph from an arbitrary initial configuration in O((f+l)·min(m, k∆, k2))
rounds with each robot requiring O(log(k + ∆)) bits of memory.

Since the number of clusters l and the number of faulty robots f are both less than the
total number of robots k, we have the following remark.

Remark 6.6. If only the number of robots (k) is known and all other factors are unknown
to the network then the algorithm for arbitrary configuration takes O(k3) rounds.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we studied Dispersion for distinguishable mobile robots on anonymous port-
labelled arbitrary graphs under crash faults. We presented a deterministic algorithm that
solves robot dispersion in two different settings, i) with a rooted configuration of robots and
ii) an arbitrary configuration of robots. We achieved the O(k2) round complexity in rooted
configuration while O((f + l)min(m, k∆, k2)) round complexity in arbitrary setting. In both
cases, we used O(log(k + ∆)) memory. Some open questions that are raised by our work: i)
What is the non-trivial lower bound for the round complexity in both the setting by keeping
the memory O(log(k + ∆))? ii) Is it possible to give a similar round complexity for the case
of arbitrary configuration as we achieved in rooted configuration? iii) Is it possible to get
the same bound in the arbitrary configuration without the knowledge of f, l,∆ and m? iv)
Finally, whether similar bounds hold in the presence of Byzantine failures?
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